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e3 Wealth – We manage over $500+ million in assets and provide a family office model to individuals, 
families, and business owners at all levels of net worth. We have resources available to our clients in 
almost any area that deals with money: investment management, insurance solutions, tax strategies, 
estate planning, banking solutions, cash flow strategies, Social Security benefit planning, Medicare 
planning, and Long Term Care solutions as examples.

e3 Tax – Our very own in-house tax department that serves individuals, families and business owners 
in the areas of income tax preparation, accounting, bookkeeping, auditing, consulting, and cash flow 
management. e3 Tax boasts a staff of 20 highly qualified tax professionals including six Certified Public 
Accountants (CPA) and four Enrolled Agents. In 2015, we served ~2,500 individual and corporate 
clients during the tax season. 

e3 Marketing – This is our “Research & Development” arm where ideas on better ways to educate the 
public become a reality. We accomplish this through our radio show, books that we have written, 
workshops/seminars we host and industry conferences we participate in.  Also, a critical piece to our 
business model is a cutting-edge learning environment due to our understanding of NLP (neuro-
linguistic-programming) techniques. 

e3 Real Estate – Assistance with clients on strategies that relate to growing their wealth with real 
estate as the primary vehicle. We discuss cash flow strategies, income tax minimization, asset 
protection, financing options and private lending opportunities

Who is e3 ConsultantsGROUP?



WHY does e3 ConsultantsGROUP exist?
• e3 exists to proactively challenge the status quo as to how Americans are educated about money 

and finance related decisions
• “Status Quo” refers to governments, central banks, financial institutions, the media and 

conventional wisdom
• All of these entities want to control the way you THINK, COMMUNICATE, and BEHAVE when it 

comes to your financial decisions

WHAT is different about e3 ConsultantsGROUP’s PROCESS?
• e3’s process is simple but powerful – E.C.A.T. Process
• EDUCATE people to expand their knowledge base. This will cause them to build CONFIDENCE that 

our philosophy fits their mindset. Over time, people will be ready to take ACTION and implement 
strategies that our customized to their financial picture.  Ultimately, we desire to build a 
relationship with our clients based on TRUST. However, that trust needs to be earned over time and 
reinforced through proactive communication that manages their ever-changing expectations

HOW does e3 ConsultantsGROUP’s add value with its PHILOSOPHY?
• E3’s ADVANCE & PROTECT philosophy has four core tenets
• Minimizing risk through the use of Alternative Asset Classes in your Portfolio
• Implementing proper Tax Diversification of Assets in your Financial Picture
• Protecting the Purpose of Your Money through our Safety/Liquidity/Growth Model
• Simplifying our clients’ financial lives through the utilization of our Integrated Resource Network

A Business Model that “thinks differently”



Family Office Model

• The Family Office Model gained popularity in the 1800s to manage 
the burgeoning fortunes of tycoons such as the Rockefellers. The 
offices offer many of the same services as top-tier private banks 
and wealth managers but are devoted to a single family or a select 
group of families with assets of $20 Million and more.

• e3 is able to provide a family office model to individuals, families, 
and business owners at all levels of net worth. This is possible 
because e3 focuses on clients who share the same MINDSET as our 
firm to think differently about their money and financial decisions

• e3 has the resources available to assist our clients in almost any 
area that deals with money: investment management, insurance 
solutions, income tax strategies, income tax preparation, estate 
planning, banking solutions, cash flow strategies, Social Security 
benefit planning, Medicare planning, and Long Term Care solutions 
as examples.



Understanding Different Types of Return

• Internal return is what your asset generates through its performance (both income and 
appreciation over time). In most cases, this is calculated as the return on investment (ROI)
– Your internal return is specific to your timeline of action and cannot be truly 

determined until after you’ve completed your investment horizon
– Normally, there is some component of Internal return that is out of your control 

• External return is rarely considered by most people, but entrepreneurs and institutions 
take advantage of this economic benefit all of the time. Think of it as your return on cash 
flow. 
– When you properly utilize your money and leverage your internal return by getting 

more of your money to flow into your control, the results are magnified. You can do 
this by minimizing the opportunity costs that impact your daily life, such as:

• Interest costs from banks, credit cards, and mortgage companies
• Lack of control of your principal as you pay down debt
• Restricting the use of your money to one goal only
• Being held hostage by income taxes when you want to access your money

– External return is subjective because everyone’s financial picture is different
• Eternal Return is the culmination of your time, talent, and capital passed on to the next 

generation. It can comprise assets, the knowledge you impart to your family during your 
life, and the goodwill you have created for your family legacy. This type of return includes a 
lot of intangibles and is sometimes difficult to grasp but make no mistake—it could be the 
most valuable return of all.
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Cash Flow Awareness Mindset
One of the main things our firm has learned from studying behavioral finance is that 
most people with good money habits make financial decisions in certain ways. To 
understand this decision-making paradigm, you first need to understand what certain 
words mean to people with good money habits.  Here are the subjective definitions 
we have given certain words based on tens of thousands of conversations with clients 
on the topics of money and finance

• Saving: To accumulate money in places where there is little to no risk of one’s 
principal. By saving, the person is not concerned about the return ON their money 
but rather the focus is on the return OF their money. Saving is normally a 
conscious act by someone with good money habits and for decades it has resulted 
in people building up balances in various bank accounts (checking, savings, money 
market, and certificate of deposits)

• Investing: To put money to work in specific assets or financial vehicles that have 
the potential to generate a return on the principal. Your principal becomes your 
initial investment and you become an investor. If successful, you will receive a 
return on investment (ROI) or what we call an internal return. Note: the process 
of investing involves the risk of losing your principal and there are many different 
types of risk that investors face. Determining the appropriate amount of risk for 
each investment is a subjective process and needs to be measured based on an 
individual’s personal/business economy



Cash Flow Awareness (continued)
• Spending: When someone plans to spend their money in the context of 

good money habits, it means they are paying for either normal variable 
monthly expenses to maintain their lifestyle or they are purchasing big 
ticket items to improve their lifestyle. Note: these items are not the 
normal, reoccurring expenses that people associate with the act of paying 
their bills. Those expenses are need based. Spending is want based

Here are some examples of different types of planned spending:
– Maintaining Your Lifestyle: Pay your real estate or income taxes, cover 

unforeseen emergencies, assist a family member, household upkeep, 
healthcare costs, etc.

– Improve Your Lifestyle: Home improvements, new autos, travel, 
children’s education, gifts, additional real estate, buying a business, etc.

• When a person with good money habits spends their money, that principal is 
viewed as being gone forever. There is an opportunity cost present when this 
happens as their principal is no longer able to generate any type of return in the 
future. We call this an external return because the money is no longer in your 
control.  Our intention is to help someone choose to spend their money while 
reducing or eliminating certain opportunity costs over their lifetime. It’s important 
to understand the dynamic between these three words – SAVE, INVEST, and 
SPEND – and why some people confuse their meaning



Growth Profile of Different Asset Classes

Prioritize SAFETY/LIQUIDITY/GROWTH
• Balance these characteristics throughout your accounts

• SAFETY – Principal or Income?
• LIQUIDITY – How much is needed at one time?
• GROWTH

• What is the growth “profile” in each of your accounts?
• INCOME (Interest, Dividends, or Yield)
• APPRECIATION (Securities Price Increase or Sale of an Asset)

• No such thing as a “good” or “bad” financial vehicle
• It is important that whatever financial vehicles you utilize, they are 

APPROPRIATE for your Personal Economy



Re-Classification of Your Income

• The IRS Tax Code offers a lot of ways to reduce your 
income tax burden – you just need to know what 
strategies to implement for your revenue and expenses
– W-2 Wages as an Employee (least amount of strategies)
– Investment Income (ordinary income and capital gains)
– Passive Income Strategies

• Real Estate Investments (Schedule E deductions)
• Capital Gains vs Ordinary Income Taxes

– Business Entities
• C-Corp, S-Corp, LLC (K-1’s)

– Tax Free Strategies (Uninterrupted Compound Growth)



Real Estate Entrepreneurs

• Ideal elements to Real Estate that protect your 
Personal/Business Economy
– Appreciation
– Equity
– Leverage
– Cash Flow
– Inflation Hedge

• e3 understand that Real Estate Investors already realize 
these elements and are focused on the same attributes in 
our philosophy



e3 ConsultantsGROUP’s Philosophy

• Our Advance & Protect Philosophy focuses on Protecting 
the Purpose of Your Money
– SAFETY

• Principal Protection
• Inflation Hedge

– LIQUIDITY
• Equity (i.e. Access to Your Money)
• Leverage (i.e. Tax Advantages)

– GROWTH
• Appreciation
• Cash Flow



Cost Segregation Strategy

What would you do with extra cash flow?
• Cost segregation is the IRS approved method of re-

classifying components and improvements of your 
commercial building from real property to personal 
property. This process allows the assets to be depreciated 
on a 5, 7 or 15 year schedule instead of the traditional 27.5 
or 39 year depreciation schedule of real property. Thus 
your current taxable income will be greatly reduced and 
your cash flow could increase by 5% – 8% of your 
building’s cost.

• e3 Real Estate and e3 Tax partners with CPA firms who 
provide an expertise with this strategy



Deconstruction Strategy

How can we revitalize older cities in the United States without higher taxes and 
more empty promises by big corporations?
• Get private citizens to invest into the revitalization through a proven 

method of rehabilitating blighted areas of a community – Deconstruction.
– Private citizen hires a consultant to manage the deconstruction process 

(Deconstruction Development Partners - DDP)
– DDP locates properties in a city (ex. St Louis) where deconstruction is 

approved by the city government
– DDP hires a deconstruction team to perform the services
– DDP ensures that all materials will be certified by an approved IRS 

Deconstruction Appraiser (NoVaStar Appraisals, Inc.)
– Materials are donated to a 501(c)(3) organization (Habitat for 

Humanity) and the property is held for 12 months to optimize the 
deduction value

– Private Citizen earns a 4:1 deduction value for the amount they paid to 
DDP (Example: $50,000 fee creates a $200,000 deduction value) and 
that amount can be used up to 50% of your Adjusted Gross Income on 
your tax return



“Thinking Differently” about your own 
Privatized Banking System

• Through extensive research and a broad knowledge base on 
different financial institutions, we believe there are specific types 
of life insurance companies that offer specific types of life 
insurance contracts with certain beneficial features to a 
conservative saver 

• A highly trained financial professional can use these contracts to 
offer a conservative saver a tremendous alternative to traditional 
banking methods

• Please understand that we are not actually creating a real bank 
for our clients or communicating that life insurance companies are 
the same as a bank

• Rather we are attempting to design a financial vehicle that can 
mimic certain banking functions in one’s personal/business 
economy – like financing big ticket purchases and controlling 
where your cash flow is stored
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• People in their 20’s
– Importance of Saving
– Manage Debt
– Purchase an Automobile
– Cash Flow Awareness
– Get Married

• Clients in their 30’s
– Start a Family
– Start a Business/Entrepreneurial ideas
– Purchase a Home
– Raising Children
– Career Decisions
– Children’s Education

• Clients in their 40’s
– Save MORE!
– Upgrade/Home Improvements
– Children’s Higher Education
– Think about Retirement

• Clients in their 50’s
– Plan for Retirement 
– Pay Off Home?
– Travel/2nd Home
– Children’s Finances
– Asset Protection

• Clients in their 60’s+
– Define what Retirement means to 

you
– Get TO and THROUGH Retirement
– Social Security/Medicare
– Healthcare/LTC
– More Travel
– Generational Planning
– Family Banking
– Wealth Transfer/Estate Planning

Common Life Events in each Decade 



Mindset Coaching

• Understanding the relationship between people and their money… 
known as Behavioral Finance, Neuro-economics, or Neuro Linguistic 
Programming (NLP)
– Human Tendencies: THINK about the future but our ACTIONS are driven 

by the NOW.  Our society is structured to “tempt us” to choose the 
PRESENT over the FUTURE

– Loss Aversion: Two primary motivators of human action are PLEASURE 
and PAIN. We move “towards” things that make us happy and “away” 
from things that make us feel bad

• When the action involves MONEY, avoiding loss is a far more powerful 
instinct than pursuing gain 

• Averting a loss of wealth is 2.25 times more valuable than a comparable 
gain! Move AWAY from a loss and TOWARDS safety, liquidity and growth!

– Heuristics: Procedures people use to limit the amount of information that 
is processed about a situation.  These are mental “rules of thumb” that 
help people make a decision by conserving as much effort as possible



Lifetime Financial Decisions - Mindset

• It is vital to understand how our clients and prospects 
think, communicate, and behave when it comes to 
money and finance related decisions!

• We need to uncover what makes each of our clients and 
prospects “tick” when it comes to UTILIZING THEIR 
MONEY
– Flexibility, Access and Controlling the flow of one’s 

money is key to future success in our economy
– Each client will have a different perspective of their 

PERSONAL ECONOMY. e3 needs to help our clients 
“get out of their own way” so they can TAKE CONTROL 
OF THEIR FINANCIAL PICTURE



DISCLAIMER
This information is for educational purposes only. The information contained in 
this presentation was obtained through independent research of articles, books 
and internet websites.  This is not an endorsement for any specific product or 
service offered by E3 Consultants Group.  When making a decision regarding 

your financial future, you must way the benefits and costs of each alternative to 
come to an appropriate conclusion.

Thank you.
DISCLAIMER

This information is for educational purposes only. The information 
contained in this presentation was obtained through independent research 

of articles, books and internet websites. 

This is not an endorsement for any specific product or service offered by e3 
Consultants Group.  When making a decision regarding your financial 

future, you must weigh the benefits and costs of each alternative to come 
to an appropriate conclusion.

Securities and Advisory Services are offered through National Planning 
Corporation (NPC). Member FINRA/SIPC, A Registered Investment Advisor. 

e3 Consultants Group and NPC are separate and unrelated companies
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